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MODELING OF OPERATING PROCEDURES IN A FOREST 
COMPARTMENT UNDER FUZZY DYNAMIC NATURE 
WORKING CONDITIONS
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In this paper the principles and calculations of stretched in time graphic-analytical models of the operating network 
are proposed. They allow you to determine the sequence of logging opera-tions at logging sites within the forest com-
partment, to reduce nonmechanical delay and increase technological effi ciency of harvesting operations with fuzzy 
dynamic natural-production conditions. Search algorithm minimal cost fl ow developed to solve the proposed graph-
ic-analytical model. It allows to justify the amount of expenses and calculate a maximum bandwidth of arcs between 
the fi ctitious source and drain of graphical model. The model differs complex use of two main charac-teristics of the 
process of logging operations: productivity and labor costs are presented as individu-al capacities of graph arcs.
In order to solve the suggested graphic model, we developed the search algorithm of mini-mum cost fl ux, providing 
grounds for the typical expenditures and calculating the carrying capacity between the false source and runoff within 
the structure of suggested graphic models, different in two core characteristics of the logging process: productivity 
and labour inputs, represented as the carrying capacity of the graph arcs.  The suggested graphical-analytic ap-
proach represents a certain task type of graph theory, according to which the transportation of fl ux along the dynamic 
opera-tional network arcs reduces their carrying capacity. Every arc denotes analogous technological op-erations 
within the analysed time period. This is the distinctive feature of the suggested approach. 
The suggested design and calculation principles for time expanded graphical-analytical models of the operational 
network enable to provide rationale for the logging consequence and technological operations in fuzzy dynamic 
nature environment of a forest compartment, reduce operational downtime and enhance the effi ciency of forest har-
vesting operations.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that selecting a set of machines when 
forming a park of timber harvesting equipment at a forest 
engineering enterprise should be based on the approach 
when the effective average of all the machines includ-
ed into a system equals or divisible by the productivity 
of the leading machine. However, the nature working 
conditions in every harvesting area are signifi cantly dif-
ferent from the analogous mean values within the en-
terprise. Any deviation of the nature working conditions 
in every harvesting area from the main values, charac-
terizing the total  felling-area resources of the enterprise  
result in inconsistent operation of the whole harvesting 
system. This problem may be partially mitigated, when 
a few areas are harvested in one forest compartment 
[05,06,07,08,09,10] based on sequencing feasibility and 
harvesting technique applied to each of them. 
It should be taken into consideration,  that in real working 
environment  of harvesting areas  such parameters as 
production of harvesting machines and  prime costs of 
transportation and timber processing operations in ev-
er-changing conditions of the environment can’t be cer-
tain in advance. 
Presentation of the technological processes sequence in 

the forest compartment in the form of a graphic- analyti-
cal model brings a researcher to a time independent and 
dynamic fl ow problem in fuzzy dynamic nature working 
conditions of the environment, which doesn’t presume 
instant pass of the whole fl ow on the arcs of a graph. 
The research aims to provide rationale to the operating 
procedures carried out in a forest compartment with inte-
grated account taken of special factors relating to tech-
nological characteristics of the all the harvesting areas 
within the compartment.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Flow optimization in transportation is revealed in [01, 
02, 03].  In [04] the author suggests a solution to the 
problem of the maximum fl ow, in which the transportation 
parameters are regarded as fuzzy triangular numbers, 
the addition, subtraction and comparison tasks for fuzzy 
triangular numbers are solved. 
The research described above gives an idea on the pos-
sibilities of making calculations in fuzzy conditions of a 
transportation network. However, this research cannot 
be applied to managing the operating procedures of 
wood cutting operations without due consideration of the 
sector-specifi c issues. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to achieve the set goal, we developed the follow-
ing graph options used to carry out all kinds of techno-
logical processes of harvesting operations. For example, 
in Fig.1 there is a time expanded dynamic graph, char-
acterizing a technological process of forest compartment 
felling including all the processing operations of a tech-
nological process on a forest swath. The graph is drawn 
by the formation of a separate copy of every vertex 

in every period under review . A vertex set  
Xp of a graph Gp is set as Xp={(xi,θ):(xi,θ) X×T}. The arcs 
set  is represented by arcs, formed by every couple  
“vertex-time” (xi,θ)  Xp into every couple “vertex-time” 
(xj,θ) and . Thus,  xj Г(xi), and . 
The transportation capacity of , connect-
ing the couple  “vertex-time” (xi,θ) and  equal 
∞, while the transportation capacity of , con-
necting the couples “vertex-time” (xi,θ) and (xj,θ) equal 

 and can be calculated by means of the analysis of 
man-hour valued defi ned in the graph  used to carry 
out certain operations.
Vertex S represents a false source, while vertex T rep-
resents a false runoff. Every process procedure is rep-
resented in the graph as intermediate vertex 
, located between a source and a runoff. Where N- is 
the name of the process operation, h - is the sequence 
number of an operation in the overall sequence of  the 
process fl ow  in a forest compartment; l – is a num-
ber of the analyzed harvesting area, θ – is the num-
ber of the analyzed time period. Thus, for example, 
vertices  refer to the 
processing operations (felling, limbing, bucking), car-
ried out on the forest swaths of every of g analysed 
harvesting areas for the fi rst time period, vertices 

 refer to a skid logging 
transportation to the loading point carried out within a 
second time period, vertices  refer to an operation 
of timber hauling from the loading point in the fi rst time 
period, etc. 
The transportation capacity of every false arch originating 
from a source is limited by the deposit of harvested tim-
ber on every of g wood-cutting area located within a for-
est compartment. This indicator on a graph may be rep-
resented taking into consideration fuzzy transportation 
capacity of arcs, and be denoted by 
Since this source is a false vertex, then the cost param-
eters of timber transportation along the arc going out 
equal 0. 
The arcs of this graph drawn between the vertices, in-
dicating the operations of one time period, characterize 
the movement of raw timber on the stages of technolog-
ical process.  The fl ow of the process along these arcs 
is characterized by fuzzy fl ow capacity of arcs, denoting 
the productivity of harvesting machines and equipment, 
which are in direct relations to labour inputs necessary 
to complete every operation, as well as fuzzy variable 
costs . The latter include fuel cost, piecework wages, 

etc. Fuzzy variable costs are fi xed when fl ows move be-
tween the operations of a technological process. The 
movement cost of fl ow unit along the 
graph arcs connecting the time-vertex couple (xi,θ) and 
(xj,θ) equal .
Thus, it is possible to take into consideration both fi xed 
and variable costs necessary to carry out operations an-
alyzed in a graph. The arcs drawn between the vertices 
referring to the same operation but carried out in different 
time periods, refer to the raw timber somehow excluded 
from the subsequent state of the technological process 
in the time periods considered earlier. Thus, for example, 
fi xed costs (Z), which are fi xed when the fl ow moves from 
one time period into the next, include depreciation costs, 
planned maintenance and machine repair costs, wages 
costs provided that employees are paid based on hourly 
basis, etc. The movement cost of  fl ow 
unit along the graph arcs connecting the time-vertex cou-
ple (xi,θ) and  equal Zij (θ).
The problem of a maximum fl ow at a minimum cost in the 
suggested fuzzy dynamic network of process operations 
of timber harvesting in a forest compartment may be for-
mulated using the following mathematical relations: 

1. It is necessary to defi ne the minimum route of timber 
movement along the arcs of a dynamic operational 
network in the suggested number of periods.

2.  The  maximum volume of fl ow  taken for the p pe-
riods of time equals  to the fl ow originating from the 
source in p periods of time.

3.  The value of fl ow , included into the vertex xi in 
the time period  equals the number of fl ow 
units , going out of a vertex  xi in time period θ;

This conditions should be met for every vertex xi with    
no regard to false vertices of a source and run off;

4.  The maximum value of the fl ow̃ , passing through 
the graph arcs in p time periods, equals the fl ow, en-
tering the runoff in the same time period.
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5.  In order to provide grounds for the fl ow value, it is 
necessary to take into consideration the fact that the 
total work efforts used to carry out the same techno-
logical operations of every (θ) time period should not 
exceed the maximum working time (m) of this period. 
Thus,  the value of fl ow , going along the 
arc  in the analyzed time period (θ), should 
correspond to the following equation:

6. 

This equation should be true for all the time periods and 
all graph vertices, besides the source and the arcs, con-
necting different time periods. 

where b- is the ordinal number of the analysed arc 
(1≤b≤g); m- is the maximum working time of the anal-
ysed period measured in man-hours;  – is labour 
inputs used to process or transport  a timber unit when 
carrying out  N – operation of the technological process  
in  θ – time period, h/m3;  – is the fl ow value, trans-
ported from vertex i into θ – is the time period for carrying 
out  N – operations of the technological process, m3.
One of the parameters, restricting the capacity of arcs 
is the productivity П(θ). In our case by productivity we 
mean the scope of work, which can be completed before 
the end of the analyzed time period. In the course of cal-
culation, as a result of cargo traffi c movement along the 
graph arcs, there is a reduction of time  m*(θ) left before 
the completion of the analysed stage, which equals:  

Thus, the labour inputs used to carry out this or that oper-
ation of a technological process and machine and mech-
anisms performance  are interconnected: 

Under fuzzy natural environment the productivity and la-
bour inputs may be represented as fuzzy triangular num-
bers:

The initial values of the left and right borders of fuzzy 
triangular numbers are set by the experts. These indica-
tors are interrelated and can be calculated:

The formulas presented make is possible to get the in-
verse relation:

The labour inputs,  characterising the inverse arcs equal 
as follows: 

Where  is the time of technological operation, 
which forms the inverse arc on the graph. 
The limiting values of the triangular numbers, denoting 
labour inputs may be calculated based on the relations. 

A detailed numerical example of solving the problem is 
considered in [10].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to solve the suggested graphic model we devel-
oped the search algorithm of minimum cost fl ux, provid-
ing grounds for the typical expenditures and  calculating 
the carrying capacity between the false source and run-
off  within the structure of suggested graphic models, dif-
ferent in two core characteristics of the logging process: 
productivity and labour inputs, represented as the car-
rying capacity of the graph arcs.  The suggested graph-
ical-analytic approach represents a certain task type of 
graph theory, according to which the transportation of 
fl ux along the dynamic operational network arcs reduc-
es their carrying capacity. Every arc denotes analogous 
technological operations within the analysed time period. 
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This is the distinctive feature of the suggested approach. 
The suggested design and calculation principles for time 
expanded graphical-analytical models of the operational 
network enable to provide rationale for the logging con-
sequence and technological operations in fuzzy dynamic 
nature environment of a forest compartment, reduce op-
erational downtime and enhance the effi ciency of forest 
harvesting operations.
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